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INC: A SELF-CONTROLLED COMPUTER LIGHTS SOURCE

A self‐controlled computer lights source
Abstract
When different kinds of users using computer, they always need external light
source since they will feel uncomfortable to see the monitor directly for a long
time. Furthermore, live streamer needs fantastic presentation to their fans;
Developer need enough light source to let them focus on coding.

Our invention is to solve the bad user experience of using external light source
while using computer. We come out a method to provide fantastic lighting
experience for computer user. The benefit from our disclosure is user do not need
extra table light. Furthermore, user can adjust the light color and strength for
different kinds of working and relax environment easily.

Method
We try to solve the problem by the following three major components to control
the LED matrix color temperature and on/off style in the matrix. As below:
 LED array which each cell combined by yellow and white LED.
 Slide and foldable back cover.
 Backend software daemon.

The structure list below is the back cover of laptop, red and green portion are the
Sliding part of back cover. When user wants to use the build in light source, user
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will sild it up.

Below is the side view of back cover of laptop. Green part is the stand of sliding
back cover, the red portion can be fold to specific angle to provide suitable light
source to user.

User can fine tune the angle and lighting LED of red portion to provide suitable
light for reading or typing.
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Software in laptop can control which LED be turned on individually since different
user scenario needs different lighting style and strength. For example, live streams
need circle light source. For programmer, who needs enough light source,
algorithm will turn on all the LED array light source by our algorithm. We will
mention it by our algorithm latter.

Different color temperatures have different effects on the atmosphere and on
mood. When the color temperature is less than 3300K, the light is mainly red,
giving people a warm, relaxed feeling; When the color temperature is 3300‐6000K,
give people a sense of nature, comfort and stability; When the color temperature is
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above 6000K, it makes people feel serious, cold and low.The following is the
function flow:

This is the led matrix 24 x 8, dwe can set the different lighting style by setting the
lighting mode. Lighting strength is defined between 0 to 64. The following is the
lighting outlook in live streamer/online meeting mode.
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Algorithm for live streamer/online meeting mode is as below:

live streamer mode ()
{
for ( x= 0 ,x< 24,x++) turn on (x,0;63);
for (y=1, y<7,y++); turn on(0,y;63);
for (y=1, y<7,y++); turn on(23,y;63);
for ( x= 0 ,x< 24,x++) turn on (x,7;63);
}

The following is the lighting outlook in programmer/designer mode.

Below is the algorithm for programmer/designer mode:

Programmer mode ()
{
for (x= 0, x< 24,x++)
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{
{
for (y=0, y<8,y++);
turn on(x,y;63);
}
}
}

The following is the lighting outlook in entertainment/relax mode.

Below is the algorithm for entertainment/relax mode:

Relax mode()
{
for ( x= 0 ,x< 24,x++)
{
{
for (y=0, y<8,y++);
turn on(x,y;34);
}
}
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}

We use a PWM and PWM‐shift phase to control the corresponding color
temperature of LED string. PWM signal is to control white LED, PWM‐shift signal is
to control warm white LED. When the cold white LED is lit for a long‐time duration,
and the warm white LED is lit for a short time duration, the overall presentation is
cold light. When the cold white LED is lit for a short time duration, and the warm
white LED is lit for a long‐time duration, the overall presentation is warm light. The
control wave form is as below.

The following is the algorithm to control color temperature.

Focus:
Yellow x (10% PWM duration) +White x (80% PWM duration)
Warm:
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Yellow x (20% PWM duration) +White x (70% PWM duration)
Soft 1:
Yellow x (30% PWM duration) +White x (60% PWM duration)
Soft 2:
Yellow x (40% PWM duration) +White x (50% PWM duration)
Hot:
Yellow x (50% PWM duration) +White x (40% PWM duration)

Disclosed by David Ke, Joshua Ho, Chia Hsieh, HP Inc.
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